Technology Enhanced Item Types
Edmentum’s rich portfolio of digital curriculum and assessment programs include a vast bank of
technology-enhanced items types, which are specifically created to promote higher-order thinking and
inquiry. Built using the Depth of Knowledge (DOK) guidelines, these item types ensure that each question
is written to the appropriate difficulty level for rigorous ongoing instruction, practice, and assessment.
Cloze
Select a response from
a drop-down box in an
equation or sentence

Matched Pairs

File Upload

Drag and drop answers to create matching pairs

Upload a file in response to a question or prompt

Hot Text

Constructed Response

Identify the correct text answer(s) from various text
choices in a written selection

Construct a written response that is teacher graded
using a provided rubric

Hot Spot

Graphing

Identify a location in an image that represents the
correct answer

Use drawing tools, such as points, lines, or rays to plot
their answer on a coordinate grid

Multiple Response

Choice Matrix

Select more than one correct answer in a multiplechoice format

Evaluate one or more row items using a set of
column options

Promote Higher-Order Thinking and Inquiry
Sequence
Move images to the correct
location in sequence

Drag and Drop
Drag a tile, image, or answer
choice into a designated target

Multi-Part

Media Enhanced:

Answer two or more questions in one item

Audio
Respond to an audio stimulus in the question stem
or submit an audio recording as a response

Video

Equation
Enter a response using math notation

Fill in the Blank

Watch a video and respond to a question

Enter an alphanumeric response in an open box

Simulation
Interact and manipulate an online simulation in order
to draw conclusions and respond to the prompt

Number Line
Use drawing tools, such as points, lines, or rays to
plot the answer on a number line

Other media could include pictures, graphs, data, published texts, etc.

Freehand Drawing
Study Island

Exact Path

Courseware

Calvert Learning

Use the drawing tool to interact with an image or plot
on answer on a graph or number line
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